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The origin of mitochondria is one of the defining events in the his-
tory of life. Gene-network analyses1–4 and marker gene-based 
phylogenomic inference have generally reached a consensus 

that mitochondria have an alphaproteobacterial common ancestor5, 
yet the specific relationship of mitochondria to alphaproteobacte-
rial taxa remains an important evolutionary issue. Phylogenetic 
placement of mitochondria within the tree of Alphaproteobacteria 
has been hampered by variation in mitochondrial DNA nucleotide 
composition and substitution rates as well as strong phylogenetic 
artefacts associating mitochondria with some fast-evolving alpha-
proteobacterial lineages such as Rickettsiales and Pelagibacterales, 
resulting in erroneous branching patterns (Supplementary Note 1). 
To minimize the possible influence of long-branch attraction cou-
pled with convergent compositional signals, various strategies have 
been applied, such as the use of nucleus-encoded mitochondrial 
genes4,6,7, site or gene exclusion8–10, protein recoding10 and the use 
of heterogeneity-tolerant models6,11 (Supplementary Note 2). These 
attempts have not converged but have instead generated contradic-
tory hypotheses including (1) mitochondria root in or are sisters of 
Rickettsiales7,12, which are all obligate endosymbionts (but see ref. 13);  
(2) mitochondria are sisters of free-living Alphaproteobacteria such 
as Rhodospirillum rubrum9, Rhizobiales and Rhodobacterales4; (3) 
mitochondria are neighbours to a group of uncultured marine bac-
teria14 and (4) mitochondria are most closely related to the most 
abundant marine surface Alphaproteobacteria, SAR11 (referred to 
as Pelagibacterales in this study)15,16. The first hypothesis has been 
reported most frequently so far, while the last has been identified 
by several independent groups as being the result of compositional 

convergence artefacts8,11,14. Recently, Martijn et al.17 revisited the 
topic, reporting that when compositional heterogeneity of the pro-
tein sequence alignments was reduced by excluding sites from the 
amino acid alignment, the entire alphaproteobacterial class formed 
a sister group to mitochondria17. Their conclusion is at odds with 
the long-standing phylogenetic consensus that mitochondria origi-
nated within Alphaproteobacteria18. While excluding composi-
tionally heterogenous sites might reduce phylogenetic noise and 
mitigate systematic errors, it will also necessarily lead to loss of 
phylogenetic information (Supplementary Note 3). At what point 
does the exclusion of sites exclude signals of the true evolution-
ary connection between mitochondria and Alphaproteobacteria? 
This question was not adequately addressed in their publication, 
and a similar concern has been voiced by Gawryluk19. To explore 
this important evolutionary issue, we systematically examine the 
impact of site-exclusion methods on the phylogenetic affiliations 
of mitochondria to Alphaproteobacteria. The results uncover hith-
erto unrecognized pitfalls of site-exclusion approaches. Subsequent 
taxon sampling and verification approaches robustly place mito-
chondria within Alphaproteobacteria.

Results
We used several approaches to systematically investigate the 
effects of data exclusion on determining phylogenetic relation-
ships between mitochondria, Alphaproteobacteria and out-
groups. First, different site-exclusion methods were investigated 
by cross-validation to see if alternative trends in tree topologi-
cal change were observed. Specifically, five metrics with different 
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principles—Stuart’s score, Bowker’s score, χ2-score, ɀ-score and 
evolving-rate score—were implemented (Supplementary Table 1). 
Site-excluded subsets of the ‘24-alphamitoCOGs’ dataset17 were 
generated using the five methods with a series of cut-off values 
(Supplementary Table 2). Bayesian trees were reconstructed, and 
posterior predictive tests of model fit were conducted following the 
same procedures reported17 (Supplementary Figs. 1–22). In general, 
all site-exclusion methods led to a decrease in amino acid composi-
tional heterogeneity between taxa and improvement in fit between 
the data and the model, as demonstrated by reduced Z-scores of 
the maximum/mean square compositional heterogeneity tests20 
(Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 23 and Supplementary Table 2).  

The more sites excluded, the greater the improvement. When the 
same number of sites were excluded, Stuart’s score, Bowker’s score 
and χ2-score methods were more efficient in improving model fit 
than were ɀ-score and evolving-rate-score methods. We found two 
notable cases of data irreproducibility in comparison to the origi-
nal publication12 (Supplementary Note 4) and observed a consis-
tent trend of tree topology shift for the Stuart’s score and χ2-score 
methods (Fig. 1). Specifically, when 10% or more of the sites were 
excluded, the connection between mitochondria and Rickettsiales 
was broken and an Alphaproteobacteria-sister topology (referred 
to here as ‘mito-out’, in contrast with ‘mito-in’, where mitochon-
dria are within Alphaproteobacteria) with strong node support was 
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Fig. 1 | Relationships between alignment sites, the phylogenetic position of mitochondria and model fit (mean square heterogeneity across taxa test) 
based on different datasets, site-exclusion approaches and taxon-selection approaches. a–d, Bayesian inference with model CAT+GTR was conducted. 
The x axis shows the number of sites for phylogenetic inference in each dataset. The y axis shows the Z-scores of the ‘mean square heterogeneity across 
taxa’ posterior predictive test. Numbers beside markers show node support values (posterior probability support values) of the consensus trees. Values 
≥95 are in bold. Labels in parentheses show the closest relatives of mitochondria in the tree (R, Rickettsiales; T, T. mobilis; F2, FEMAG II; AII, Alpha II; AIII, 
Alpha III; GT, Geminicoccus roseus and T. mobilis; MA9, MarineAlpha9). Mito-in (filled circles) means mitochondria branch within Alphaproteobacteria; 
mito-out (open circles) means mitochondria branch outside Alphaproteobacteria and mito-in Alpha IIb means mitochondria branch within the Alpha 
IIb clade of Alphaproteobacteria. a, Site-exclusion methods applied to the ‘24-alphamitoCOGs’ dataset17. Trees are shown in Supplementary Figs. 
1–22. b, χ2-score-based site-exclusion and taxon-reduction methods applied to subsets of the ‘Modified24’ and the ‘Modified18’ datasets containing 
only the backbone, Rickettsiales and mitochondrial sequences. Trees are shown in Supplementary Figs. 35 and 37–42. c, χ2-score-based site-exclusion 
and taxon-reduction methods applied to subsets of the ‘Modified24’ and the ‘Modified18’ datasets containing only the backbone, FEMAGs and 
mitochondrial sequences. Trees are shown in Supplementary Figs. 36 and 42–48. d, χ2-score-based site-exclusion method applied to the subsets of the 
‘Modified24-AlphaII’, ‘Modified24-AlphaII-MoreTaxa’ and ‘Modified18-AlphaII’ datasets. Trees are shown in Fig. 4 and Supplementary Figs. 50–58.
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established (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Figs. 2–7 and 23). A similar ten-
dency to lose the mitochondria–Rickettsiales connection was also 
observed using the evolving-rate score method when 20% or more of 
the sites were excluded (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Figs. 8–12 and 23).  
However, there were three cases where the position of mitochondria 
was unresolved in the χ2-score and evolving-rate score methods, 
suggesting that the mito-out topology is likely unstable and vul-
nerable to site-exclusion effects. Notably, along with the improved 
model fit, all five trees based on the ɀ-score method supported the 
Rickettsiales-sister topology, including several cases of node sup-
port values >95% (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Figs. 13–17 and 23). 
The Bowker’s score method generated trees supporting either the 
mito-out topology or with mitochondria branching in proximity to 
Tistrella mobilis (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Figs. 18–22 and 23).

The main finding of our extensive validation of site-exclusion 
methods is that the shift from Rickettsiales-sister to the mito-out 
topology produced by reducing the number of sites is purely 
method dependent. Excluding different sites by using different 
methods produces a consistent tendency to improve fit between 
model and data but inconsistent phylogenetic positions of mito-
chondria. Thus, tree topology and the compositional heterogene-
ity of the ‘24-alphamitoCOGs’ dataset are not causally correlated. 
Moreover, the possibility that historical signals are lost during site 
exclusion and that, consequently, the reported mito-out topology17 
is a long-branch attraction effect introduced by the distant out-
group cannot be ruled out. Indeed, Martijn et al.17 failed to exclude 
long-branch attraction effects between mitochondria and the dis-
tant outgroup, as detailed in Supplementary Note 3.

Large datasets including many fast-evolving lineages, such those 
reported by Martijn et al.17, may exacerbate systematic errors in phy-
logeny. Therefore, we applied a strategy exploring the phylogenetic 
relationships of mitochondria with individual alphaproteobacte-
rial lineages. First, the ‘24-alphamitoCOGs’ dataset17 was modi-
fied, and two master datasets, ‘Modified24’ and ‘Modified18’, were 
generated. In the latter dataset, mitochondrial and Rickettsiales 
sequences were replaced by alternatives with high genomic GC 
contents (Supplementary Fig. 24, Supplementary Tables 3 and 4, 
and Supplementary Note 5). Taxa in each dataset were classified 
into ‘slow-evolving’ and ‘fast-evolving’ clades, generally based on 
their genomic GC contents (Supplementary Table 3), and Bayesian 
trees were reconstructed using combinations of these clades 
(Supplementary Table 5 and Supplementary Figs. 25–36).

The tree topology of Alphaproteobacteria themselves is an 
issue in its own right21. When fast-evolving taxa were excluded, 
Alphaproteobacteria could be classified into four major clades: 
Alpha I, Alpha II, Alpha III and GT (Fig. 2a,b, Supplementary Table 3  
and Supplementary Note 6). We assigned these slow-evolving 
Alphaproteobacteria as the ‘backbone’ taxa to which each of the five 
fast-evolving subgroups was added. Notably, taxon addition pre-
served a topology in which all four backbone clades maintain their 
monophyly. The ‘Modified24’ and the ‘Modified18’ datasets pro-
duced robust and consistent phylogenetic positions for Holosporales 
and Pelagibacterales. Specifically, Holosporales were placed adja-
cent to the entire clade of Alpha III (Fig. 2c,d), and Pelagibacterales 
branched as the sister of Alpha Ib (Fig. 2e,f). The exact phylogenetic 
position of alpha proteobacterium HIMB59 could not be resolved. 
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Fig. 2 | Schematic phylogenetic relationships of alphaproteobacterial subgroups. Different alphaproteobacterial subgroups are shown in different colours 
and named according to Supplementary Table 3. Taxa and taxonomic subgroups shown in black are the backbone taxa. Taxa shown in grey are backbone 
taxa belonging to the Alpha IIb subclade. Dots demonstrate node posterior probability support values ≥95%. a–j, Schematic drawings of Bayesian trees 
in Supplementary Figs. 25a (a), 25b (b), 26a (c), 26b (d), 27a (e), 27b (f), 28a (g), 28b (h), 29b (i) and 30b (j). Trees are rooted. Outgroup taxa and 
Magnetococcus marinus MC-1 are not shown. No schematic trees were drawn for Supplementary Figs. 29a and 30a as their maxdiff values are equal to one. 
Labels below each panel indicate the dataset and the maxdiff value for the tree. D24, the ‘Modified24’ dataset; D18, the ‘Modified18’ dataset.  
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It was placed adjacent to Alpha II and Alpha III, suggesting a weak 
phylogenetic connection to these two clades (Fig. 2g,h). Trees of the 
subsets of the ‘Modified24’ dataset containing either Rickettsiales or 
fast-evolving metagenome-assembled genomes (FEMAGs) failed to 
converge (maxdiff value of 1.0, sample size 30,000) (Supplementary 
Figs. 29–30a and Supplementary Table 5). Based on the ‘Modified18’ 
dataset, Rickettsiales and FEMAG I showed a strong connection to 
the backbone marine alphaproteobacterium MarineAlpha9 Bin5 
(Fig. 2i,j), while FEMAG II was linked to MarineAlpha12 Bin1. We 
compare our results to previous studies in Supplementary Note 7.

We then added mitochondria to the trees of the back-
bone taxa, solely or in combination with fast-evolving clades of 
Alphaproteobacteria. Mitochondria by themselves were placed out-
side of backbone taxa; otherwise, their phylogenetic relationship to 
the backbone clades was not resolved (Fig. 3a,b). Similar results were 
observed in trees that included mitochondria in combination with 
Holosporales, Pelagibacterales or alpha proteobacterium HIMB59, 
suggesting the backbone taxa and these fast-evolving lineages have 
little evolutionary affinity to mitochondria (Fig. 3c–f). Notably, 
when mitochondria were present, alpha proteobacterium HIMB59 
was placed in the Alpha IIb clade based on the ‘Modified18’ dataset 
(Fig. 3f). By contrast, an apparent phylogenetic connection of mito-
chondria to Rickettsiales and FEMAG II was observed in both data-

sets (Fig. 3g–j). Specifically, mitochondria and Rickettsiales either 
grouped together inside the Alpha IIb clade or remained separate 
from the four backbone clades, while mitochondria and FEMAG 
II formed sisters within Alpha IIb. To test the potential impact of 
model violation on these results, χ2-score-based site-exclusion and 
taxon-reduction approaches were conducted on the datasets that 
contained mitochondria along with either Rickettsiales or FEMAGs 
(Fig. 1b,c, Supplementary Table 5 and Supplementary Figs. 23, 
37–48). Model violation was successfully alleviated. The phyloge-
netic connection between mitochondria and Rickettsiales was pre-
served when using the ‘Modified18’ dataset but was lost when 20% 
or more sites were excluded when using the ‘Modified24’ dataset. 
In comparison, the phylogenetic connection between mitochondria 
and FEMAG II was lost when 5% or more sites were excluded when 
using either dataset. Importantly, the mito-in topology was pre-
served in all the reduced-taxon approaches. These results suggest 
that the strong connection between mitochondria and Rickettsiales 
is likely one of the true historical signals that persist when model 
violation is minimized.

As Rickettsiales, alpha proteobacterium HIMB59, FEMAG I 
and FEMAG II all individually showed phylogenetic connections 
to backbone taxa of Alpha IIb, evolutionary relationships between 
these lineages were then specifically investigated by setting Alpha 
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IIa as the outgroup (Supplementary Figs. 49 and 50). Because Alpha 
IIa taxa are closely related to Alpha IIb taxa, we were able to obtain 
trees that were little impacted by outgroup attraction. This generated 
two datasets, ‘Modified24-AlphaII’ and ‘Modified18-AlphaII’, that 
produced consistent results. MarineAlpha11 and MarineAlpha12 
formed a monophyletic clade (Fig. 2k,l) and MarineAlpha9 Bin5/
CompositeBin56 grouped with FEMAG I. Alpha proteobacte-
rium HIMB59 robustly branched within FEMAG II as the sister of 
MarineAlpha5 bins. Rickettsiales was in a sister relationship with 
FEMAG II. When mitochondria were present, the topology of all 
Alphaproteobacteria was preserved when using either dataset (Fig. 
3k,l). Mitochondria were placed as the sister of Rickettsiales with 
strong node support when using the ‘Modified24-AlphaII’ dataset. 
For the ‘Modified18-AlphaII’ dataset, mitochondria were adjacent 
to two clades, with unresolved relationships to those clades. The 
first clade consists of FEMAG II, alpha proteobacterium HIMB59 
and Rickettsiales, while the other consists of FEMAG I and 
MarineAlpha9 Bin5. Despite the relationships being unresolved, the 
placement of mitochondria within Alpha IIb was robust. Our results 
suggest that Rickettsiales may be the closest relative of mitochondria 
and that Rickettsiales and mitochondria share a common ancestor 
with certain extant marine planktonic Alphaproteobacteria.

To verify the potential impact of model violation on this 
topology, we first generated an additional dataset based on 

‘Modified24-AlphaII’ (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table 3) with 
more taxa and then conducted a χ2-score-based site-exclusion 
treatment on the three above-mentioned Alpha II taxa datas-
ets (Fig. 1d and Supplementary Figs. 51–58). All treatments pro-
duced trees that placed mitochondria robustly within the Alpha 
IIb clade. Specifically, the Rickettsiales-sister topology is preserved 
except in two cases where the relationship between mitochondria, 
Rickettsiales and MarineAlpha9 bins was unresolved. Therefore, the 
placement of mitochondria with Rickettsiales and within Alpha IIb 
is not an error of model violation. Instead, it has components of true 
historical signals as detected by the present data.

Discussion
We have demonstrated that the Alphaproteobacteria-sister, or 
mito-out, topology of mitochondria reported by Martijn et al.17 is 
the result of the loss of critical evolutionary signals via arbitrary 
site-exclusion procedures. By using additional taxa, multiple data-
sets, alternative site-exclusion methods, taxon sampling strategies 
and model violation justification, we successfully verified the evo-
lutionary connection between mitochondria and alphaproteobacte-
rial lineages including Rickettsiales and several marine planktons 
derived from metagenomes. This tree topology is robust to various 
parameters and is unlikely to be a result of phylogenetic artefacts, 
as indicated by several lines of evidence (Supplementary Note 8). 
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Fig. 4 | Phylogenetic relationships of mitochondria and Alpha iib Alphaproteobacteria. Bayesian inference was conducted with model CAT+GTR. 
Numbers beside nodes show posterior probability support values. The tree is rooted to the outgroup Alpha IIa. Alphaproteobacterial subgroup names are 
coloured according to Fig. 3. Mitochondrial genomes are indicated by ‘mt’. Taxa with names in bold are backbone Alpha II taxa (Supplementary Table 3).
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Our result is in agreement with numerous previous studies that 
suggested a phylogenetic connection between mitochondria and 
Rickettsiales5. Future work (including both metagenomic and culti-
vation efforts) on the subclade II of Alphaproteobacteria, especially 
Alphaproteobacteria from marine sediments or other microoxic 
environments, should provide further insights into the closest 
extant relatives of mitochondria and possible hints to the metabolic 
nature of the common ancestor of mitochondria (Supplementary 
Note 9).

Methods
Implementation of site-exclusion metrics. To obtain the ‘24-alphamitoCOGs’ 
dataset17, the file ‘alphaproteobacteria_mitochondria_untreated.aln’ was 
downloaded from https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.068d0d0. As the names of some 
MarineAlpha bins in this file are not consistent with the phylogenetic trees in 
the original paper, we obtained the name mapping file from J. Martijn on 4 July 
2018. In this dataset, χ2-score-based site exclusion was achieved by applying 
an equation introduced previously8. ɀ-score is a metric specifically designed to 
cope with strong GC-content-related amino acid compositional heterogeneity 
in datasets of alphaproteobacterial phylogeny21. ɀ-scores of sites were calculated 
according to a previously reported method21. A method implemented in 
IQ-TREE for fast-evolving site selection was also included for comparison, since 
long-branch attraction caused by fast-evolving species in Alphaproteobacteria 
and mitochondria is a potential issue22. The evolving-rate score method was based 
on conditional mean site rates estimated under the LG+C60+F+R6 model set in 
IQ-TREE (v1.5.5) using the ‘-wsr’ flag22. Sites were sorted based on these three 
metrics, and the top 5%, 10%, 20%, 40% and 60% were excluded from downstream 
phylogenetic analyses (Supplementary Table 2). Stuart’s test and Bowker’s test are 
two typical evaluation metrics of symmetry violation23. The site-excluded dataset 
(‘alphaproteobacteria_mitochondria_stationarytrimmed.aln’) based on Stuart’s 
score was downloaded from https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.068d0d0, and that based 
on Bowker’s score is described in detail in Supplementary Methods.

Phylogenetic inference and model violation tests. Site-excluded protein sequence 
alignments were treated using trimAl ‘-gappyout’ (v1.4)24 before phylogenetic 
inference. Bayesian trees were produced using PhyloBayes MPI (v1.8)25. The 
CAT+GTR models were used. As non-parametric models were used, a priori was 
not specified. Four chains were run for each consensus tree, and for each chain 
over 15,000 cycles (5,000 burn-in) were conducted, until a maxdiff value lower 
than 0.3 was reached. Otherwise, non-converged chains were continually run to 
over 20,000 cycles (Supplementary Tables 2 and 5). Posterior predictive tests were 
conducted using PhyloBayes MPI with the ‘readpb_mpi -x 5000 50 -allppred’ 
command.

Genome and marker protein selection of the ‘Modified18’ dataset. The 
‘Modified18’ dataset is modified from the ‘24-alphamitoCOGs’ dataset17. 
Specifically, since composite bins contain sequences from multiple naturally 
existing genomes, we extracted the bin with the highest marker protein coverage 
from each composite bin (Supplementary Table 3) to minimize possible 
assembly-induced artefacts. Five less-AT-rich mitochondria (GC content 45.1–
52.2%) and five less-AT-rich Rickettsiales (GC content 38.2–49.8%) were selected 
to replace the mitochondrial and Rickettsiales groups in the original dataset 
(Supplementary Table 3). The GC-poor versus GC-rich amino acid (FYMINK/
GARP) marker protein ratios of the reselected mitochondria and Rickettsiales 
ranged from 0.955 to 1.329 and from 1.013 to 2.330, respectively (Supplementary 
Fig. 24). All relevant genomes were downloaded from the RefSeq database of NCBI 
on 21 July 2018.

For quality control of the 24 marker proteins of the original dataset, 
sequences of these proteins were downloaded from the MitoCOGs26 database 
and then aligned using MAFFT-L-INS-I (v7.055b)27. Alignment of each protein 
was trimmed using trimAl ‘-gappyout’ (v1.4)24. Protein-specific e-values were 
determined with distributions of positive and negative sequences. For each 
protein, sequences classified as proteins in the MitoCOGs database were chosen 
as positive controls and sequences classified as other proteins were chosen as 
negative controls. The e-value distribution of the positive and negative sequences 
was calculated using Hmmer (v3.2.1)28. The protein-specific e-values of the 
positive sequences were the minimum of the 95% quantile e-values of those 
sequences, while the e-values of the negative sequences were the minimum of 
those negative sequences. We searched these 24 proteins individually in the 
genomes using Hmmer based on protein-specific e-values of the HMM models. 
The obtained proteins were processed for ML tree reconstruction using IQ-TREE 
under the LG+C60+F model. Copies identified as paralogs, possible contaminants 
or events of lateral gene transfer in each gene tree were removed. ‘Candidatus 
Paracaedibacter symbiosus’ was excluded as multiple contaminant proteins were 
detected in its genome, and we think its genome likely suffers from assembly 
contamination. MitoCOG0003 and MitoCOG0133 were excluded as they were 
detected in few genomes. MitoCOG00052, MitoCOG00060, MitoCOG00066 and 

MitoCOG00071 were excluded as they were absent in reselected mitochondrial 
genomes. Consequently, 18 marker proteins were selected (Supplementary Table 4). 
Except for outgroup species including Betaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria 
and Magnetococcales, genomes containing 16 or more of the 18 marker proteins 
were kept. Furthermore, we removed some redundant MarineAlpha bins of the 
original dataset based on pairwise similarity of marker proteins using BLASTP 
(v2.6.0+, identity ≥0.99 and coverage ≥0.95). As a result, 61 genomes were kept 
for downstream analysis. Before phylogenetic inference, selected proteins were 
aligned using MAFFT-L-INS-i. Low-quality columns were removed by BMGE ‘-m 
BLOSUM30’ (v1.12)29 and the multiple sequence alignments after quality control 
were concatenated.

Taxa selection of the other datasets. The ‘Modified24’ dataset is modified 
based on the ‘24-alphamitoCOGs’ dataset. Taxa corresponding to those in the 
‘Modified18’ dataset were included, except Rickettsiales and mitochondria. 
Instead, the Rickettsiales and mitochondrial sequences in the ’24-alphamitoCOGs’ 
dataset were used. Taxonomic subsets of the ‘Modified24’ and the ‘Modified18’ 
datasets, shown in Figs. 2 and 3, were generated according to the taxonomic 
groups shown in Supplementary Table 3. The subsets of ‘Modified24’ and 
‘Modified18’ with Rickettsiales or FEMAGs but fewer taxa shown in Fig. 1b,c 
and Supplementary Figs. 42 and 48 were generated by removing taxa with high 
Z-scores of heterogeneity, as shown in Supplementary Table 6. The datasets 
‘Modified24-AlphaII’, ‘Modified24-AlphaII-MoreTaxa’, ‘Modified18-AlphaII’, 
shown in Fig. 1d and Supplementary Table 3, were generated by selecting taxa 
belonging to or closely related to the backbone Alpha IIb lineages shown in Figs. 
2 and 3. χ2-score-based site-exclusion approaches for the subsets of ‘Modified24’ 
and ‘Modified18’ with Rickettsiales or FEMAGs, as shown in Fig. 1b,c, and for 
‘Modified24-AlphaII’, ‘Modified24-AlphaII-MoreTaxa’ and ‘Modified18-AlphaII’, 
as shown in Fig. 1d, were conducted by applying an equation introduced 
previously8.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The alignments and tree files generated in this study have been deposited in 
figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12347216) (ref. 30).

Code availability
The script of the Bowker’s test score-based site-exclusion method is available as 
Supplementary Software.
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